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InDepth: Languages

InDesign and
World Languages,
Part 2
InDesign makes handling Chinese, Japanese,
or Korean as easy as

Figure 1: Asian text is
traditionally composed
vertically, reading from right-toleft, as shown in this Japanese
layout, and publications are
bound on the right, as shown in
the pages palette above. Layout
design by Juri Yamamoto,
Tama Art University, Tokyo.
(http://www.tamabi.ac.jp/).

By Diane Burns
Manga, sushi, Pokémon. Beijing Olympics 2008. Ki-duk Kim. Asian culture, commerce,
and intellectual exchange are on the increase everywhere, and InDesign’s ability to work
with Asian characters is just one more reason why its often-unheralded Unicode support
is so important. In this second part of our series on world languages, we’ll take an in-depth
look at how InDesign works with the East Asian languages Chinese, Japanese, and Korean
(often known collectively as “CJK”), and talk about some differences between the English
version of InDesign and localized Asian language versions.
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Figure 2: In modern times,
Asian text is often composed
horizontally, and reads from
left-to-right, just like English.
Chinese-language example
courtesy Getty Villa in Malibu.

The differences between European languages and Chinese, Japanese, or Korean have filled many
books. For starters, Chinese, Japanese and, until more recent times,
Korean, are all based on ancient
pictographs called kanji (
) in
Japanese. A kanji character isn’t
alphabetic, but rather stands for
something, like a tree or a river, or
an idea. And while a basic English
font may include two or three hundred characters, Asian fonts contain
thousands! For example, Adobe’s
Japanese fonts include more than
20,000 characters.
In addition to thousands of kanji
characters, Japanese adds phonetic characters, too, called kana (
), and Korean uses a
kind of alphabetic character set called hangul (
), in which characters are always used
in phonetic groupings. Throw into the mix that Chinese and Japanese have no word spaces
and therefore no need for a hyphenation dictionary. Nor do you really need spell checking
in the sense we know it, since there are no letters as in English to check in these languages.
If that weren’t enough, Asian text is sometimes also composed in the completely opposite direction of English, running vertically (instead of horizontally), with each line read
top-to-bottom and right-to-left (Figure 1). Books with text composed vertically are bound
on the right, with numbering starting “1” on what would be for English readers the last
page in the book.
The good news is that much of the time Asian text is composed like English, horizontally from left-to-right (Figure 2). The English version of InDesign supports many of the
requirements of Asian languages and, along with Mac OSX and Windows XP, gives you
most of the tools necessary for working with Asian text.

Getting Started
As we discussed in the first article in this series (April | May 2006), there are several ways
to include Asian text in InDesign that are basically the same as working with English text.
You can input Asian text directly from the keyboard, Copy and Paste it via the Clipboard,
or use the File > Place command. To input Asian text, you need to turn on the appropriate
input method, using the Languages tab of System Preferences in OSX or the Languages tab
of the Regional and Language Options Control Panel in Windows XP. Special language
keyboards are helpful but not required because the input methods handle the conversion
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Tokyo

Figure 3: Asian text can
be input using a standard
keyboard, since the input
system takes care of converting
the characters. Here, the
Japanese input method is
selected in OSX, then the word
“Tokyo” is input phonetically.
First, the characters appear
in phonetic kana, then, with a
press of the space bar, they are
converted to the correct kanji
characters.

from the keyboard to the correct characters (Figure 3). Remember, though, that you need to turn on input options only when
inputting text, not when you’re laying out a document.
The best way to get an existing text file into InDesign is to
use the File > Place command. Copying and Pasting shouldn’t
be your first choice in any language, but that’s especially true
with Asian text, since the Clipboard can be pretty dumb about
importing the characters. When importing a file in text-only
format, be sure to turn on Text Import Options in the Place
dialog box and choose the correct encoding for the language
that you’re importing (Figure 4).
As for a choice of fonts, several Asian fonts are already available to you. Both OSX
and Windows XP ship with Chinese, Japanese, and Korean fonts, and Microsoft Office
also installs Asian fonts. The choices are somewhat limited and some fonts have only one
weight. However, InDesign CS and CS2 ship with a beautifully designed family of Japanese
fonts, called Kozuka, which includes multiple weights in both a Gothic (san serif) and
Mincho (serif) style. There are also many third-party Asian fonts available, though not all
fonts sold in Asia are available in the U.S. (see sidebar).
If you don’t know which fonts are used by a particular Asian language, how do you know
which fonts to choose? InDesign makes the choice relatively easy, since it organizes Asian
fonts into different areas in the font menu (Figure 5). In many ways, Asian fonts behave similarly to Roman fonts. Over the years, though, there have been a variety of font formats for
CJK fonts, due to their complexity—including OCF, CID and now OTF. The older font formats can be problematic when trying to embed them in a PDF, so it’s always an especially
good idea to run a test with your service provider early to avoid problems at press time.

Longer Text

Japanese
Chinese (Simplified)
Chinese (Traditional)

Figure 4: When importing files in text-only format, it’s important to select the correct
Character Set in the Import Options dialog box. Unfortunately, the English version of
InDesign does not include an option for Korean text.
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If you’re just working with a few words of Asian
text, life is pretty simple: Input or import the
text and apply the desired font, size, leading,
and so on. Once you start working with multiple lines of text, though, other requirements for
composing Asian text are important to producing text that’s acceptable typographically. The
issues can be rather complex, but let’s start with
some of the basics.
As I mentioned earlier, while Chinese and
Japanese text contain sentences, paragraphs,
and punctuation, there are no word spaces. So
one issue has to do with how lines break and
the resulting spacing between characters. For
example, it’s not acceptable in any language for

closing punctuation, such as a period, to fall at the beginning of a line. And
English fonts
in addition to punctuation, Japanese in particular has entire categories
of characters, especially those that modify the preceding character, that
cannot be split by line breaks. Using only the English version of InDesign,
it’s very possible, if not likely, that ending punctuation can show up at the
beginning of a line or that you’ll end up with multiple composition errors
Japanese fonts
(Figure 6). It always makes me a little uncomfortable when I read about
someone having just typeset an entire book in Japanese using the English
version of InDesign—it will almost certainly be poorly done from a typoChinese (Traditional) fonts
graphic point of view, unless a native speaker has been involved in painstakingly correcting English InDesign’s composition shortcomings.
Besides line breaks, another critical issue that comes into play is the corChinese (Simplified) fonts
rect spacing between characters, including phonetic characters, kanji, and
punctuation. Again, Japanese presents some interesting challenges when it
comes to typesetting text with a uniform look, or “color,” as Japanese can
include kanji, two different types of kana, and Roman characters, all in one
Korean fonts
block of text. The English version of InDesign has little knowledge of how
to address these kinds of spacing issues, which go beyond the capabilities
Middle Eastern fonts
of optical kerning. Finally, when you’re faced with the prospect of composFigure 5: InDesign lists Asian and other non-Roman
ing Asian text vertically, the English version of InDesign has virtually no
fonts in separate sections on the font menu, after the
controls to handle the challenge at all.
English fonts. The menu shown here also shows thirdFortunately, you can get around these issues by working with localized
party Asian and Middle Eastern fonts.
CJK versions of InDesign, or by using a special template in the English version of InDesign.
Localized CJK Versions. Localized versions of InDesign have a long list of features specific
to typesetting Asian text. Even InDesign 1.5 Japanese version, introduced in late 2000,
was considered very advanced in terms of Japanese typography. Today, Adobe offers
InDesign CS2 in Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Japanese, and Korean versions.
The feature sets among these versions are identical, with the only difference being the
interface, which are in each version’s regional language. Because these versions do not
Figure 6: Japanese text in
the English version of InDesign,
which doesn’t have access to
Japanese support (left), has
several characters that are not
considered acceptable to start
or end a line; the paragraph
is composed correctly in the
Japanese version of InDesign
(right).
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Figure 7: InDesign Chinese,
Japanese and Korean localized
versions are only available with
an interface in the respective
regional language. Shown here
is the Japanese version of
InDesign CS2, with the Drop
Shadow command on the
Object menu selected.

have an English interface available,
you have to be able to read one of
the Asian languages to use them
effectively (Figure 7). Further, they
are both difficult and expensive to
get in the United States. One source
is the online store Asiasoft (http://
www.asiasoft.com/English/), where
the Japanese version of InDesign
CS2 sells for about US$1,700 and
the Chinese version sells for over
US$1,000, and you may have to wait
several weeks for the software to
arrive.
It’s unfortunate that users in the
U.S. and Europe don’t have better
access to Asian text features, but this
seems to be the decision that Adobe
has made, and is sticking to, for now at least (see sidebar below).
In fact, the English version generally contains all the features of the Asian localized versions under the hood, so to speak, but lacks the necessary user interface to access them! It’s
as though a car had a CD player installed, but no way to insert discs. On the positive side,
this means you can use the English version to open a file created in any Asian version of
InDesign, and—assuming you have the fonts available—there will be no reflow, even if the
file contains vertical text.
Asian Text Template. This also means you can go even further. We’ve developed a series
of template files, for both Chinese and Japanese, that let you produce reasonably good
Asian text composition using the English version of InDesign. Each template, which was
originally created using the Chinese or Japanese versions of InDesign, includes a style
sheet that addresses some of the basic composition needs of Asian text. It contains a

Asian Features in InDesign English Version
Would you like to have access to more of the Asian text features in InDesign but with an
English user interface? We sure would—and have made the request at every opportunity—but
Adobe needs to hear from you, too. If you are interested in this issue, please take a few
minutes to access a special survey, the results of which will be sent directly to Adobe for consideration regarding the inclusion of Asian features in future releases of the English version.
Please make your voice heard: http://www.techart.com/idsurvey/.
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Sources for Asian Fonts
If you’re looking for more variety in Asian fonts
than those that come with OSX or Windows XP
and the Creative Suite applications, there are
several good sources.
DynaComware: DynaComware (formerly
Dynalab) has been a leading developer of digital
fonts in Asia since 1987, and is the developer
of OSX’s Chinese system fonts. They offer an
extensive library of well-designed Chinese Open
Type fonts, as well as a good selection of Japanese fonts and a small number of Korean fonts.
Limited ordering available online, but it’s best
to contact by email with specifics of what you’re
looking for and to order downloadable fonts.
Monotype: Long known as leading foundry of
Western fonts, Monotype has extensive offerings
in quality Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese
and other Asian fonts since the 1920s. Monotype supplies Asian fonts to Adobe and Microsoft Vista. Licensing system is flexible, for details
email Monotype’s U.S. office or Hong Kong office
for Chinese font pricing and delivery.
Online Stores
Asian fonts can be purchased for download at
several online stores, and there are some vendors who specialize in Asian software. One vendor, Asiasoft, has a good selection of Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean fonts, as well as Asian
software of all kinds, and AsiaZest specializes in
Chinese software and fonts.
Other Sources
The quality may not be the best, but you can find
free Asian fonts online. For information on both
commercial and free fonts, one good resource
page is by Luc Devroye; go to “Typefaces by
Language.” Another great listing can be found at
www.travelphrases.info/fonts.html by choosing
the language you are interested in.

Paragraph Style that causes the line breaks in Asian text to be
correct in most cases. It does this by including line-breaking
rules for Asian text, basic spacing rules, and the Adobe
Japanese Paragraph Composer, which is the Asian text version
of the Adobe Paragraph Composer, found on the fly-out menu
of the Paragraph palette. The template, which works for both
InDesign CS and CS2, can be found at http://www.techart.com/
downloads/. It also contains a vertical text frame you can copy
and paste into your document, allowing you to compose Asian
text vertically. Be sure to see the Read Me file that accompanies
the template.
While this template provides many of the features necessary
for working with Asian text, there are a whole slew of features
that have not or cannot be included in the English version this
way, and are only available in the localized Asian versions of
InDesign. These include the ability to work within an elaborate
grid system that helps count Asian characters, the ability to add
phonetic characters, called ruby in Japanese, and many others.
In spite of the fact that the full set of Asian text composition features aren’t readily available to users outside of Asia,
InDesign is worlds ahead when it comes to handling Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean characters. The fact that we can use the
English version to compose Asian text and open files created
in one of the CJK versions of InDesign, distinguishes InDesign
from QuarkXPress and even Adobe’s own FrameMaker.

Coming Up
Stay tuned as we circumnavigate the globe with InDesign and
World Languages. In the next issue of InDesign Magazine, I’ll
cover the Middle Eastern version of InDesign, which handles
languages such as Hebrew or Arabic that are composed from
right-to-left.
Diane Burns is a pioneer in electronic publishing, founding TechArt
International in 1984 as one of the first Macintosh-based design firms in
the country. Today TechArt is a leader in print and web design, specializing in
projects in East Asian languages. She has authored several books on graphics
software, including QuarkXPress and Illustrator.
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